This course is an advanced introduction to contemporary British fiction. While there are numerous ways to define “the contemporary”—1945 to the present, or 2000 to the present, for example—we will read novels published between the 1980s and the early twenty-first century. Rather than approaching the reading in a chronological order, the reading is organized according to broad thematic units representing major social, political, and cultural concerns being dealt with by some of the most fascinating fiction writers of today. While each cluster of texts can be considered in isolation, we will also see that the course as a whole seeks to situate recent British fiction within a broadly historical framework, thus showing how the fiction expresses “Britishness” in the present in relation to the past and to the possible futures of the nation and its cultural identity.

In addition to consistent reading and class discussions, students will write several short response papers, give one brief presentation, and develop and write a research paper (6-8 pp.) with guidance from me. We will also supplement the reading with film, television, and other media relevant to our study. Be prepared for often random doses of Monty Python!

*I encourage you to shop for the texts online in order to save money. When buying used copies, which I recommend, please be sure to get a clean copy, not excessively marked up, etc. See the ISBNs listed below with each book.

**Required Texts**